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● CLIP: openAI model that was trained to connect image and text 
● When CLIP is fed an image and a piece of text it would match them 

into a pair if they’re alike
● AudioCLIP: similar to CLIP but instead can match audio to either 

image or text

 CONCLUSION
● CLIP can easily identify similarity and differences
● AudioCLIP relates what it can actually see and hear 
● Since CLIP just follows directions it can be misused 
● I would like to run CLIP on GPUs with more VRAM
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1. AudioCLIP establishes a weaker relationship between audio and 
image since it can hear the person walking, but cannot see their 
feet in the frame

2. Actions in between cause small spikes 
3. Impact sounds cause these spikes
4. AudioCLIP establishes a stronger relationship between audio and 

frame since it can hear and see the running water 
5. AudioCLIP can hear the sound of the milk in the carton but can’t 

see the milk, which establishes a weaker relationship
6. Compared to when there was no feet in the frame, when there is 

feet in the frame AudioCLIP establishes a stronger relationship 
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